
Week 7- Team and Group Processes 
1. Why are teams important? 

– Teams provide more cognitive resources and social and emotional support than 
individuals can 

– More and more organisations structure work around teams 
– Movement away from traditional work hierarchy towards a more integrated 

hierarchyà networked organisation à everyone is connected and work together 
 
Benefits of teams 

– More flexible and responsive to changing events 
– Solve complex problems à teams come up with better solutions in less time  
– Enable greater creativity and innovation à cross-fertilisation of ideas 
– Highly motivating à Many people would rather work in teams 

 
2.0 Differences between teams and groups 
– Group à where two or more people interact with and influence each other, “are 

psychologically aware of each other and think of themselves as a group”  
– All teams are groups, but not all groups are teams 
– Teams differ from other groups in terms of the: 

o Intensity with which team members work together 
o Presence of a team goal or objective 

 
2.1 Different types of groups and types 
– Groups can be informal or formal 

o Informal Group: Social groups that form naturally in the workplace based on 
friendships and common interests à e.g. badminton group 

§ help meet employee needs of social interaction  
o Formal Group: Formed by the organisation, with designated work assignments 

and specific tasks aimed at meeting organisational goals 
– 3 types of formal work groups 

1. Command Group à collection of subordinates who work for the same supervisor 
e.g. department or division 

2. Task Force à special committee created to deal with specific issues à group 
disbands after completing the goal/dealing with the issue 

3. Team à a specific type of formal work group in which there is a high level of 
interaction among group members who work intensely together to achieve a common 
group goal  
o e.g. cabin crew on flight must work well together rather than one person 

– Common types of work teams 
o Problem-solving teams à e.g. committee à group of employees from same 

department who meet to discuss issues/challenges  



o Cross-functional teams à employees of roughly same hierarchal level from 
different work areas who come together to accomplish a task à e.g. group of 
doctors and nurses working together to treat patients 

o Self-managed teams à team with no managers or team members assigned to 
lead the team à highest job satisfaction, but also have higher absenteeism and 
turnover rates, and don’t manage to conflict well 

o Virtual teams à Use technology to tie together members who are far apartà 
reduces costs to integrate diversity & ability of team to be productive 24/7 by 
working across global time zones 

 
3. Models of Group Development 
– 3 main theories relating to groups and how they develop and function 
– Can be used broadly to provide a general framework to understand the different stages, 

phases and processes that groups and teams are likely to experience  
 
3.1. Five-Stage Group Development Model (Tuckman & Jensen, 1977) 
– Groups go through five stages: 

1. Forming à uncertainty about purpose, structure and leadership of group à 
essentially members test the waters to see what is acceptable 

2. Storming à conflict due to individual differences or debates over roles and 
leadership in the group 

3. Norming à development of cohesiveness and close relationship as group identity 
and camaraderie grows 

4. Performing à group is fully functional and ready to work/perform tasks  
5. Adjourning à wrap up of activities after performing tasks at hand 

– This model suggests groups have to complete each stage in this order, but in reality 
groups are likely to constantly move through different cycles   

– E.g. temporary groups with deadlines don’t tend to follow this model 
 

3.2 Punctuated-equilibrium model (Gersick, 1988) 
– Groups are formed quite suddenly à e.g. uni assignment 

 
– Essentially: initially group has low levels of productivity, and following the transition at 

the midpoint, the work effort levels rapidly increases, and ramps up at the very end 
– Phase 1 à transition à Phase 2 
– Points to importance of good project and time management à set up deadlines and 

milestones to create multiple transition points to boost work quality 



3.3 Input-Processes-Output (IPO) Model  

 
– Inputs exist prior to group activities and influence the processes that teams use to get 

work done 
– Processes mediate relationships between input and outputs 
– Outputs: outcomes or results of previous two steps  
 
4. Positive Team Processes 
– There are numerous benefits and pitfalls associated with teamwork.  
 
Positive team processes 
– help to facilitate effective teamwork, such as the establishment of positive team norms, 

clear roles, and team cohesion. But while there are many benefits to teams, the expected 
benefits of teams do not always materialise 

– Process gains occur: 
o When the combined efforts exceed the sum of the individual inputs  
o Positive synergy: 2+2=5 

– Factors that contribute to positive synergy include the ability of group members to: 
o Bounce ideas off one another 
o Correct each other’s’ mistakes 
o Bring diverse complimentary knowledge base and skills to the task at hand 
o Accomplish work that is too vast or too much for any one individual to achieve 

alone 
– Effective team performance depends on: 

1. Member Abilities à try to select members so that the team has all the skill and ability 
to do the task 

2. Member Motivations à Must be motivated to apply these skills and abilities 
3. Coordination Strategy à Essential to reap benefits of team work à must work 

collaboratively rather than individual à e.g. good communication and goal setting 
– Task interdependence à how work of one member impacts other members à higher 

level of task interdependence à members must work more closely together  
 
 
 



5. Roles, Norms and Cohesion 
5.1 Roles 
– Role refers to the set of behaviour patterns expected of someone who occupies a given 

position in a social unit 
– Types of roles: 

o Role Perception à individual view of how to act 
o Role Expectations à how others believe a person should act 
o Role Conflict  à competing perceptions, expectations and roles  

 
5.2 Norms 
– Norms are: 

o Unwritten rules about the behaviours that are accepted and shared within a group 
o Influence and direct behaviour of individuals in a team à e.g. team norm for 

meeting à be on time, participate, be open to debate, etc. 
– Types of team norms 

o Performance norms à provide explicit cues about how hard members should 
work, what their output level should be, timeline for work etc. 

o Appearance norms à norms about dress-codes and unspoken standards about 
how to act and look 

o Social arrangement norms à dictate types of relationships that are acceptable 
à e.g. forming friendships on and off the job 

o Allocation of resources à distribution and assignment of jobs, materials and 
resources such as pay, equipment and funding etc 

– Why do members conform?  
o Compliance to attain rewards or avoid punishment  

§ People may not agree or believe in the norm, but the cost of going against 
the norm is greater than complying à e.g. new employee stays back  

o Identification with others à conforming to norms because people you wish to be 
associated with do so as well à e.g. work colleagues play golf, and even though 
you don’t play golf you may join them because you like them 

o Internalisation of norms à when you believe that the behaviour dictated by the 
norm is truly the right way to behave 

 
5.3 Cohesion 
– The degree to which members are attracted to and motivated to stay in the group 
– High cohesion à higher performance and greater conformity to team norms 
– Build team cohesion by: 

o Creating smaller groups 
o Setting team goals 
o Increasing time spent together 
o Increasing group status 
o Creating competition with other groups 
o Rewarding group performance 



o Ensuring clear and open communication 
o Prompting inclusive culture 

– Important to find right balance of cohesion 
o If cohesion is too high à undermines productivity  
o Too low à undermines team membership and commitment and communication 

 
5. Negative team processes 
Negative team processes  
– reflect the darker side of teams, such as when team members engage in negative 

behaviours like social loafing, over conformity and groupthink 
 
5.1 Social loafing  
– Social Loafing- the tendency for individuals to expend less effort when working 

collectively than when working individually 
– As number of people in group increases, average individual effort decreases à diffusion 

of responsibility and less personal responsibility because there are more people to share 
o E.g. “Others aren’t pulling their weight, so why should I”, “My effort will have 

little effect on the outcome” etc 
– To minimise the negative impacts of social loafing when working as part of a team: 

o Make individual contributions identifiable à hold individuals accountable for 
their efforts and contribution 

o Group success depends on individual contributions  
o Remind individuals about their unique strengths 
o Make groups smaller 

§ Trade-off larger groups have access to more knowledge, and skills etc. 
 
5.2 Conformity 
– Conformity - members behave according to group norms and processes regardless of 

their own values and beliefs 
– Too much conformity and lack of deviance may result in poor performance because the 

group fails to recognise or change dysfunctional norms 
– Too much deviance and a lack of conformity à poor performance à group can’t get past 

differences between individual members and there is little group influence over behaviour 
– Finding a good balance between conformity and deviance will generally result in 

effective groups and high performance 
 
5.3 Group-think 
– Group-think à occurs when groups are highly cohesive, when members are under 

considerable pressure to make a quality decision, and strive for unanimous agreement 
– To minimise groupthink:  

o Promote non-directive leadership à seek input from all members  
o Create an open climate that encourages critical discussion  
o Play devil’s advocate à offer divergent perspectives and raise issues 



o Limit group size à ppl feel more intimidated as size grows 
o Using outside experts à get outside perspectives 

 
5.4 Conflict 
– We need some conflict and deviance in teams, but we need to encourage the right type of 

conflict and manage conflict when it arises so that it does not become dysfunctional or 
harmful to team members 

– Teams must set up right structures, inputs and processes to maximise process gains and 
minimise loses  

	


